Artem Patalakh, On the Possible Foreign Policy of the Post-Soviet Russia: The Case of Alexei Navalny's Viewpoints on Foreign Affairs, Central European Journal of International and Security Studies 12, no. 1: 9-31. © 2018 CEJISS. Article is distributed under Open Access licence: Attribution NonCommercial 3.0 Unported (cc by-nc 3.0). On the Possible Foreign Policy of the Post-Putin Russia The Case of Alexei Navalny's Viewpoints on Foreign Affairs Artem Patalakh The study delves into the foreign policy plans of Alexei Navalny, the Russian politician who is currently commonly regarded as the most prominent opposition leader and the sole plausible alternative to Vladimir Putin. Drawing on his interviews, public speeches, media publications and electoral manifestos, the author analyses his foreign policy views alongside three topics, that is, Russia's policies towards disputed lands and states in the post-Soviet area (Crimea, Donbas, Abkhazia, South Ossetia, Transnistria), the country's foreign policy orientation and priorities (especially regarding relations with the West) and assessment of the Putin regime's foreign policy. Following this, the author speculates on the likely foundations of Russia's foreign policy under Navalny's possible presidency and their implications for the West. Keywords: Alexei Navalny, Crimea, Donbas war, Russian foreign policy, Russian opposition, Syrian civil war. In recent years, among all Russian opposition politicians, Alexei Navalny, the leader of the Progress Party and the head of Anti-Corruption Foundation, has tended to be internationally considered as the most 10 CEJISS 1/2018 influential and the only one who is potentially capable of defeating Vladimir Putin. Due to his notorious anti-corruption investigations aimed at Russia's leading officials and politicians,1 well-organised countrywide protests in March and June 20172 as well as relatively successful 2013 Moscow mayoral and ongoing presidential campaigns, Navalny's personality, views and tactics have received sizeable scholarly attention3 and coverage in the leading international media.4 Thrice included in Foreign Policy's Top 100 Global Thinkers list5 and twice mentioned in Time's annual roundups of the world's most influential people in the Internet,6 nowadays Navalny frequently enjoys such pretentious descriptions as "Russia's last opposition hero,"7 "Putin's main political opponent,"8 "the man who would beat Putin,"9 "the leader of the opposition of Russia"10 and "most prominent opposition figure"11 who "has breathed new life into the opposition movement"12 and "caused a stir in Russian politics."13 Of no less importance is that international politicians also to some extent seem to recognise Navalny's status as one of Russia's key opinion leaders and fighters against Putin's regime: to illustrate, his anti-corruption investigations have been highly appreciated14 by Guy Verhofstadt, former Prime Minister of Belgium and current Member of the European Parliament and leader of the European ALDE Party. Besides, some analysts point to the fact that the list of Russians, on whom the US imposed sanctions for the annexation of Crimea in March 2014, by and large coincided with the list proposed by Navalny in his article in The New York Times one day earlier,15 hinting that the Obama administration may have taken account of his suggestions.16 Despite his notability and a heightened interest in his personality, Navalny's political views, nevertheless, remain a rather debatable matter in Russian politics. Most of the above-cited international magazines depict Navalny as a democratic, liberal politician determined to put an end to Putin's authoritarianism, democratise the country and integrate it in the world community.17 Indeed, already now one may reasonably assume that should Navalny one day come to power, some of his policies will be extraordinary for contemporary Russia. For example, few would doubt that Navalny's Russia will witness an unparalleled anti-corruption campaign, taking cognizance of his acknowledgedly tough stance on corruption. Likewise, his readiness to legalise same-sex marriages18 can also be regarded as exceptional for someone who intends to run for presidency in a country where conservatism is presently on the rise19 and where there seems to be little 11 Artem Patalakh consensus on gay rights protection even among liberals.20 At the same time, Navalny himself prefers calling himself "just a normal candidate from normal people, who proposes a reasonable and logical program," attempting to distance himself from being labelled as "liberal," arguing that a strict association with liberalism would potentially allow him to count on solely about 3-4 percent of the votes while he wants to win the presidential elections.21 Incidentally, a great number of the country's conspicuous liberal public figures tend to question Navalny's commitment to democracy and liberalism, raising concerns about his arguably authoritarian leadership style, nationalistic views, willingness to attract jingoists22 etc. Factoring in the great discrepancies regarding Navalny's political ideas in general, it appears interesting to analyse his foreign policy beliefs in particular, all the more so because the existent academic research on his political views, first, mainly deals with his domestic rather than foreign policy ideas and second, is primarily dedicated to his 2013 mayoral campaign, failing to account for the changes that have occurred in both his views23 and Russian politics ever since. Furthermore, notwithstanding that his chances to win the presidential elections in March 2018 may seem minor given his still modest rating24 and the fact that the Kremlin is placing numerous obstructions to his campaign,25 now that he has clearly declared his presidential ambitions and therefore, may succeed Putin as the one in charge with the country's external affairs, his foreign policy program is of particularly great topicality. The analysis rests on Navalny's numerous speeches, interviews, articles and electoral manifestos appeared in the period 201417 and is clustered around three themes on which he chiefly concentrates, namely Russian policies toward disputed lands and states in the post-Soviet space (Crimea, Donbas, Abkhazia, South Ossetia, Transnistria), the country's general foreign policy orientation (in particular, as far as Russia-West relations are concerned) and assessment of Putin's foreign policy. Navalny's Foreign Policy Views Secessionist territories Perhaps the primary thing that will be remembered about the Putin/ Medvedev regime's foreign policy is the two military conflicts that Russia has waged in the former Soviet republics, namely the 2008 Russo-Georgian war and particularly the 2014 Russo-Ukrainian war. Alexei 12 CEJISS 1/2018 Navalny's stand on them is peculiar in two ways. Firstly, he tends to pointedly stress their relative unimportance compared to Russia's domestic affairs. Even in 2014-15, when foreign policy issues (especially Crimea and Donbas) were significantly dominating the country's public discourse, Navalny's focus was primarily on internal problems: in October 2014, for example, he posited that "the issue of illegal immigration is 100 times more important than any Ukraine," believing that "[i]t's not in the interests of Russians to seize neighbouring republics, it's in their interests to fight corruption, alcoholism and so on-to solve internal problems."26 Secondly, Navalny usually does not seem to want to canvass foreign policy in general and Ukraine in particular, frequently eschewing answering foreign affairs related questions as clearly and knowledgeably as he normally does whenever asked on other topics (e.g. Russian ruling elite, elections, corruption, etc.), preferring giving vague replies and trying to drive the conversation towards internal issues instead. In this vein, in October 2014, Navalny's response to the question whether he was considering Crimea as belonging to Russia or Ukraine was "Crimea belongs to the people who live in Crimea."27 When in April 2017, Spiegel's journalist raised the point of Navalny's general avoidance of answering questions on foreign policy and Ukraine by giving replies of the kind "[m]y foreign policy consists of finally building roads and the payment of higher wages," Navalny gave a reply which explicitly implied he was treating foreign affairs as a low salience issue: I am not avoiding it [foreign policy]. But I believe, and in this sense I am different from Putin, that Russia should not isolate itself. Everything that happens in our country is justified through Syria or Ukraine. But when one's own citizens only make 300 euros, one can't have much clout in foreign policy. Let's start with colonizing our own country. When I visit my brother in jail, I drive through the most densely populated part of European Russia-and I don't see anybody, kilometer after kilometer. That would be a great opportunity to apply our energies.28 Albeit the cases of Crimea, Donbas, Abkhazia, South Ossetia and Transnistria are seemingly identical in that these territories' breakaways were possible only thanks to Russian military and financial assistance and are not recognised by the international community, Navalny treats each of them differently. As for Crimea, he holds a "realist" 13 On the Possible Foreign Policy of the Post-Putin Russia standpoint, arguing that "despite the fact that Crimea was seized with egregious violations of all international regulations, the reality is that Crimea is now part of Russia."29 Expressing refusal to return Crimea back to Ukraine immediately-once he said the peninsula is not "some sort of sausage sandwich to be passed back and forth"30-and considering the status referendum held on the peninsula in March 2014 as falsified, Navalny has been a continual proponent of a new, "fair" referendum that would be conducted according to democratic standards with the presence of international observers and hence, would potentially satisfy all the currently opposing sides, from Crimean Tatars to the EU.31 Yet, he does not seem optimistic about the peninsula's future, saying that try as he might, neither the international community nor Ukraine are likely to recognise the referendum, so Crimea will most probably remain one of many unresolved territorial disputes in the world,32 suffering from a lack of investments and economic development.33 Incidentally, Navalny's idea of a fair referendum in Crimea is common among Russia's democratic opposition: a similar view has been expressed by the former leader of the PARNAS party Boris Nemtsov, murdered in February 2015, and the leader of the "Yabloko" party Emilia Slabunova.34 Analogously to PARNAS and Yabloko during their 2016 parliamentary elections campaign,35 Navalny currently decided not to open presidential campaign offices on the Crimean peninsula.36 As to Donbas, Navalny advocates implementing the Minsk Accords, i.e., granting amnesty to local separatists and discontinuing provision of material support to them, withdrawing the remaining Russian troops (that, in his opinion, are still remaining in East Ukraine) and restoring control of the state border to the government of Ukraine.37 Yet, on this point, he seems to lack a strategic vision of what to do next and how the situation will evolve after; moreover, once elected president, he apparently wants to completely liberate himself as soon as possible from solving Donbas' issues, putting them thoroughly on the Ukrainian government. To illustrate, consistently referring to the needed policies towards Ukraine as "easy," meaning that the sole thing Russia needs to do is to implement the Minsk Accords, he, however, failed to give a compelling reply to the question how to deal with Ukraine that is not observing the Minsk Accords either, simply saying "I will implement the Russian part of the Minsk Accords, I will transfer the border control."38 Likewise, when faced the question of how to 14 CEJISS 1/2018 stop Ukrainian nationalists who are likely to pose danger to Donbas' citizens once the region is back in Ukraine, Navalny answered-quite jauntily-that "for this purpose, there are blue helmets, there are European troops, units of various kinds, and mankind has a rather great experience in the application of such measures."39 Finally, whenever asked about the ways to normalise Russo-Ukrainian relations, Navalny gives rather philosophical responses nearly absent of concrete political steps, arguing that Putin's policies have created such a hostile state in the person of Ukraine that there can hardly be any universal decision to tackle the problem, that "it is only time that will mainly heal the wound" and, provided that Russia performs the Minsk Accords and no other conflicts flare up, "perhaps, in a couple of generations, we [Russians] will completely normalise our relations with Ukraine."40 So far, incidentally, Navalny's ideas on Ukraine appear to have faced opposition both from most of the Russian pro-Kremlin media and a great deal of the Ukrainian mainstream ones with the former portraying him as closely affiliated with Ukraine41 while the latter arguing that his possible presidency would imply little, if any, change in Moscow's approach to Kiev.42 According to Navalny, comparing Crimea and Donbas to Abkhazia, South Ossetia and Transnistria is hardly accurate: while the latter three territories have been de facto independent since the break-up of the Soviet Union and the 2008 Russo-Georgian war was, in his opinion, initiated by Georgia,43 Ukrainian secessionist regions came to existence in consequence of Putin's policies. Again, he does not appear to have a clearcut program on what to do with Abkhazia and South Ossetia: while he favours halting sponsoring them and is reluctant to return them back to Georgia, recently he admitted he is "not ready" to answer the question whether Russia should keep its military bases there.44 It remains, nonetheless, unclear how it may be possible-with no military and economic support-to retain the independence of the territories which, as Gerrits and Bader put it, are "dependent on Moscow to an extent that is rarely observed between states that recognise each other's independence," taking into account that "[t]he economic and intergovernmental linkages between Russia and the two regions are not just extraordinarily deep, but they directly undermine the autonomy of the regions."45 Common in his treatment of all those secessionist territories is that he mostly considers them not from identity-related or geopolitical, but from a purely economic perspective,46 as territories on the 15 Artem Patalakh maintenance of which Russian taxpayers' money are being spent. In this vein, he supported the statement that Crimea is de-facto Russian on the grounds that pensions and salaries on the peninsula are paid from the Russian budget.47 When facing the question of how he will interact with Abkhazia and South Ossetia once elected president, the first thing he said was that the money Russian taxpayers are currently paying to those territories amounts to 200,000 roubles (about 2,900 Euro) monthly per a local citizen, the practice which he wants to stop.48 Analogously, his resoluteness to do away with the Donbas war also primarily relates to economic issues: his main arguments in favour of the implementation of the Minsk Accords are that, given Russia's own underdeveloped social system and abject poverty, first, the country cannot afford spending money on the war itself, the payment of salaries and pensions to locals and the sustenance of Ukrainian refugees and second, Russia needs international economic sanctions to be lifted.49 Remarkably, for Navalny, the economic angle of the war in Donbas significantly surpasses ethical and legal considerations. Exemplary of this point is that during his debates with Igor Strelkov, a Russian army veteran who played a crucial role in the occupation of Crimea and organisation of the militant groups of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People's Republic in April-August 2014, Navalny evaded from calling him a war criminal, saying the it is not him, but the court that should decide it.50 Instead, his main accusation of Strelkov was not that the war initiated by Strelkov has resulted in over 10,000 deaths thus far, but rather that the war is costly, is "destroying Russia's economy" and "deprives Russian citizens . . . of their money, last money."51 Foreign Policy Orientation and Russia-West Relations Unlike Putin, whose rhetoric tends to stress Russia's distinctiveness both from the West and the East, Navalny does not seem to focus on this issue at all, sometimes, similarly to Putin, considering the country as being in "a unique position between Europe and Asia"52 and sometimes regarding Russia to be a part of the Western world.53 In general, in his speeches and manifestos, Navalny tends to abstain from specially highlighting the West in general or Europe in particular, simply listing them among several key players with which he is willing to build friendly relations.54 On a more careful reading of his manifestos, however, it becomes evident he still somewhat favours Western states among other actors, arguing that "Russia's strategic interests in the 16 CEJISS 1/2018 contemporary world in many respects coincide with the interests of developed Western countries . . . It is them with whom Russia will develop equal partnership and alliances."55 At the same time, for Navalny, Russia's position in the world and the country's relations with the West appear to be a pragmatic/rational rather than ideological/identity-related matter. While clearly rejecting Putin's "third way" and "Eurasianism" ideologies56 and refraining from depicting the West as the main hindrance to the development of Russian economy,57 as often does Russian official propaganda, Navalny nevertheless seems to accentuate an economic, trade and political rather than ideological alliance with the West, overtly stating that he will build his policy towards all international actors, including Western countries, through the prism of "whether Russia benefits from this and . . . whether the Russian Federation's citizens make more money on this."58 In a similar manner, he considers Russia's accession to WTO as right in that the country's most economic sectors capitalise on it.59 According to Navalny, Russia and the West have common strategic interests, among which he lists freedom of trade, battle against international terrorism and reduction of international tensions.60 Notably, the Progress Party's electoral manifesto states that under its rule, "Russia will abandon supporting the regimes which rest on lie, violence and suppression of democracy" and "Russia will support post-Soviet states' movement towards democracy and civil freedoms, avoiding gross political or military interferences in the affairs of the neighbouring states,"61 which may be interpreted as a sort of readiness to promote democracy and human rights abroad, but solely in a "passive" form which does not require any material expenses. Remarkably, Navalny tends to understand international politics chiefly in realpolitik terms, as states' constant struggle for their national interests. Almost identically to Putin's statements, Navalny's manifestos tend to underline that under his presidency, the country's foreign policy would be independent62 and its cooperation with the EU- equal.63 Pointing to the fact that the unity of the Western world, as commonly perceived from Russia, is in many respects exaggerated and in fact, EU member states compete with one another with each nation placing its own interests before those of the EU, Navalny believes that Western powers are generally interested in Russia playing the role of "hinterlands of resources" and hence, try to impede its technological advancement.64 Given this, it is no wonder that unlike the world's most liberals, Navalny does not see any problem in cooperating with Donald 17 On the Possible Foreign Policy of the Post-Putin Russia Trump or European far-right parties should they once come to power in their countries.65 Again, this point seems to reflect his general belief in the priority of objective national interests over ideological considerations: supposing that a country's foreign policy is in many aspects inertial and guided by economic interests independent of ideology, he did not believe in December 2016 that Russia's relations with the US would change significantly under Trump.66 Yet, noteworthy is that Navalny tends to comment on Russia-West relations rather vaguely, negligently, which seems to indicate that he lacks a clear program on this issue. Consider, for example, the answer that he gave at a meeting with his supporters: When I become President, what relations am I planning to build with the United States? Usual, normal ones. Well, Trump will come here, we'll shake each other's hands. Everyone wants one simple thing-that is earning money. And I want Russia in its relations with the USA to earn money as well, I want us [Russia and the US] to cooperate in the oil-and-gas sphere, in outer space and everywhere else.67 As for Russia's policy in the post-Soviet area, the Progress Party's manifesto mentions it only after Russia-West relations, which indicates that Navalny hardly deems Russia's so-called "near abroad" as a pillar of the country's foreign policy-as distinct from Russia's current Foreign Policy Concept which states that "[t]he foreign policy priorities of the Russian Federation include developing bilateral and multilateral cooperation with member States of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) and further strengthening integration structures within the CIS involving Russia."68 However, pointing to the "close cultural and language ties" that the post-Soviet states have "for historical reasons," Navalny does not reject the Eurasian integration completely, suggesting that it be continued, but only "to the extent that it will contribute to the mutual benefit"69 of its participants rather than to the detriment of economic interests for geopolitical purposes. In general, Navalny appears to conceive of the post-Soviet space in terms of internal (security, economic) rather than foreign affairs: in this vein, guided by the desire to be able to control an inflow of migrants to Russia, he actively proposes to introduce a visa regime not only with Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Azerbaijan, but even with Kyrgyzstan and Armenia, Russia's fellows in the Eurasian Economic Union.70 18 CEJISS 1/2018 Atitude to Putin's Foreign Policy Navalny's stance on Putin's approach to foreign affairs is highly critical and one can distinguish three major lines of his criticism. The first- and the main one-relates to Putin's foreign policy being arguably injurious to Russia's developmental needs. In this respect, Navalny's primary argument is that Putin spends too much on the country's external affairs whereas Russian economy is in serious need of investments. This "excessive expenditure" argument pertains both to direct war expenses on the conflicts in Ukraine and Syria71 and provision of material aid to other states: regarding the letter, Navalny recently criticised Putin for the fact that since 2005, the Russian government has cancelled debts owed by Syria, Afghanistan, Libya, Iraq, Cuba, North Korea, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and Venezuela.72 Notably, Navalny tends to specially highlight the fact that it is the money of Russian taxpayers that the government spends abroad in lieu of allocating them for domestic economy, many spheres of which remain backward. To exemplify, at one meeting with his constituencies, criticising Putin's decision to spend 100 billion roubles on the gasification of Kyrgyzstan, while 40% of the territory of Russia itself is allegedly not gasified, Navalny said that his "foreign policy credo" as President would be that he would stop writing debts off.73 In his own words, when campaigning in Russian provincial towns, he usually formulates his argument in the following fashion: OK great, so Putin is promising to rebuild Palmyra, but why don't you look at the roads in your city? What do you think the priority should be? Fixing the roads in Voronezh or Stavropol or rebuilding Palmyra? The Americans are loaded. Let them fix Palmyra, and we should concentrate on our own problems.74 Furthermore, Navalny considers Putin's foreign policy to be harming the country's society and exacerbating security concerns. Along this line, he criticises Putin's policies in the post-Soviet space for they have arguably led to an "uncontrolled inflow of labour migrants" which "negatively affects both the unqualified labour market and the general state of society that is not able to integrate the migrants at the same rate as the increase in their number."75 Supportive of the general idea of Russia's participation in the Syrian civil war, Navalny still conceives of Putin's policies in Syria as incapable of accounting for the interests of Russian Muslims. In his own words, "[i]t is absurd that we [Russians] are intervening on the side of the Shiites in a war between Sun19 Artem Patalakh nis and Shiites even though almost all Russian Muslims are Sunnis":76 as a result, "people from the North Caucasus go to Syria in droves to fight along their Sunni brothers against Shi'a."77 In Navalny's opinion, in place of endeavouring "to save Assad, who represents a military junta,"78 "Russia should join the international coalition against Islamic State."79 Another point in Navalny's criticism is that Putin arguably fails to use available foreign resources to the advantage of Russia's socioeconomic advancement. One of such resources is the global Russian diaspora whose skills and competences, according to Navalny, could be potentially utilised for the furtherance of Russia's image abroad as well as the country's domestic development, but such is not being done arguably because Russians residing abroad perceive their historical homeland as hostile to them.80 Another resource of this sort is the experience and expertise of the world's developed states which, in Navalny's opinion, Russia fails to use for its own domestic reforms because Putin's international policies have ruined Russia's relations with those states.81 Finally, one more line of criticism refers to the fact that Putin's policies have arguably weakened the country's international position. In this respect, Navalny states that, similarly to domestic politics, in his foreign affairs Putin tends to disregard the established rules and his own promises. One instance of this point is the Minsk Accords which Putin has signed, but never respected,82 another-the Crimean referendum that, according to Navalny, was falsified and thus hardly represented the true opinion of Crimean people, which he considers among the reasons why the international community has not recognised it.83 In addition, Navalny accuses Putin of transforming Ukraine, Russia's neighbour and Europe's largest state, from Russia's brotherly nation and important partner into a state hostile to Russia.84 Besides, Navalny regards corruption and poverty, peculiar to Putin's regime, to conduce to Russia not being respected internationally, believing that "in the modern world, a country is respected if its citizens live freely and in affluence."85 The above-mentioned discussion, however, should not give an impression that Navalny criticises Putin's all foreign policy moves. Rather, he relates to him only those with which he disagrees. Illustrative of this point is, for instance, Russia's accession to WTO, which Navalny welcomes, deeming it as advantageous to multiple sectors of the country's economy, however, he does not explicitly link it to Putin.86 20 CEJISS 1/2018 Discussion Now that the review of Navalny's standpoints on key foreign policy issues has been done, it is possible to speculate on his likely foreign policy foundations, drawing relevant parallels and implications. The first noteworthy point is that as far as his foreign policy is concerned, Putin is generally notorious for prioritising geopolitical competition over Russia's economic development: as Blank notes, "its roots are not in economics but in geopolitics and... Putin's program is fundamentally geopolitical in its thrust, not economic."87 Therefore, it comes as no surprise that the official discourse of the Putin regime accentuates international issues more than domestic ones, for it is foreign affairs that are used for national identity construction.88 By contrast, Navalny clearly treats foreign policy as a side issue, as a derivative of domestic policies, viewing it in the first place as a source that may contribute to the country's modernisation. Given Navalny's "Russia first" standpoint and his tough stance on migration, the far-left criticism that equates him with Trump89 does not appear very far away from reality, though Navalny himself may not be completely agree with such a parallel. Importantly, the fact that he attaches little importance to foreign policy is, in a sense, one of the pillars of Navalny's presidential campaign: to exemplify, in a recent interview, he said, "[I]n my electoral campaign, I distinguish an important task, that is, to divert the focus of political discussion toward domestic policies."90 As a consequence of this, as was shown above, Navalny does not appear to have as clear and detailed a program on foreign policy as the one he has, for instance, on corruption. He tends to be ambiguous and evasive whenever encountering questions on foreign affairs-in stark contrast with his detailed knowledge on domestic issues. It would even not be an overstatement to argue that Navalny somewhat does not appear to be interested in and familiar with foreign policy topics: to illustrate, in one interview, he called the problems of Donbas and Crimea "not related to each other";91 another time, when listing the countries whose debts Putin has written off,92 Navalny made no difference between dictatorships amicable to the Putin regime (e.g. Syria, Venezuela) and simply developing countries (e.g. Iraq, Afghanistan), though this difference seems to be of crucial significance in this case. In view of that, it does not appear surprising that Navalny's foreign policy views contain a number of contradictions, the origin of which Laruelle foresaw 21 On the Possible Foreign Policy of the Post-Putin Russia as early as in 2013, linking them to Navalny's desire to combine hardly reconcilable liberalism and nationalism.93 To name a few, he wants to participate in the Syrian war as a part of the international coalition while spending no money on the country's restoration; he is willing to continue the Eurasian integration as long as it is beneficial for Russia simultaneously championing the idea to impose a visa regime with Central Asian states and finally, he intends to establish friendly relations with the West without giving Crimea back to Ukraine. Notably, it is hardly fair to regard Navalny as fully "liberal" when it comes to foreign policy issues although, to borrow the terms of IR theory, he may be justly deemed as "neoliberal" in the sense that he directly prioritises absolute gains (Russia's economic development) over relative gains (geopolitical competition).94 Nevertheless, the fact that he considers Russia's internal development to be the highest priority signifies not only that he would give up sponsoring the world's dictatorships-the other side of the coin are his suggestion significantly toughening laws on migration and his immediate rejection to provide developmental aid to poor states, both of which have little to do with liberal values. What is more, as against Putin, Navalny appears to attribute great importance to the respect of international norms, yet this respect seems to be important not for him per se, due to moral principles, but simply for practical reasons, because adherence to rules and norms eventually produces a country's reputation of a predictable and responsible actor in the international system, which is eventually conducive to its stable economic development. In light of this fact, it is small wonder that his criticism of Putin's policies in Syria and Ukraine focuses on the high cost of the wars rather than ethical concerns. To understand how such mindset could eventually translate into a real foreign policy, let it suffice to say that it bears a close resemblance with the current official Serbian discourse about the foreign policy of the country's dictator Slobodan Milošević in the 1990s. As one study notes, [t]he predominant political narrative in post-Milosevic Serbia rejected Milosevic's wartime strategies as wrong and destructive; not because they caused great suffering and mass casualties in Croatia, Bosnia, and Kosovo, but because they economically, politically, and diplomatically devastated Serbia and denied it aspirations to regional domination. In other words, Milosevic was not wrong to fight the wars; he was wrong to lose them.95 22 CEJISS 1/2018 For the West, Navalny's pragmatism on foreign policy on the one hand means that he would reject Putin's blatant anti-Westernism and thus, Russia would finally heed the world community's opinion on human rights, annulling the recently adopted domestic laws that violate European standards (e.g. the so-called Dima Yakovlev law, the gay propaganda law, the law on the priority of the national Constitution over the resolutions of the European Court of Human Rights, etc.). Otherwise stated, under Navalny, foreign leaders would likely find it easier to influence the Russian government's decisions by raising their concerns-which is nearly impossible under Putin who traditionally views conceding as expressing a weakness, which he fears arguably due to narcissism and bullyism, intrinsic in his personal psychology.96 Yet, similarly to contemporary Serbia, Navalny's Russia would likely experience significant problems related to European identity construction while-at first glance smoothly and successfully-drifting westward and complying-often unwillingly and reluctantly-with international demands and norms.97 For post-Soviet states, the fact that Navalny would treat Eurasian integration simply from the viewpoint of economic profitability and not geopolitics means that Russia would finally stop trying to politicise the integration process and forcibly push other states into the Eurasian Economic Union, like Putin did with Armenia and Kyrgyzstan.98 All in all, Navalny would probably bring Russia closer to Europe and the West, but he would hardly turn the country's foreign policy by 180 degrees, as far as seeking integration into NATO and the EU. In fact, the conclusion made by Katz as early as in 2012 in his article entitled "What Would a Democratic Russian Foreign Policy Look Like?" seemingly holds for Russia's possible foreign policy under Navalny's presidency: [A] democratic Russia will more or less work together with America and other Western governments more than the Putin/Medvedev leadership does now, but differences among them on various issues will continue [...] [M]any of the current differences between the Western democracies, on the one hand, and the Putin/Medvedev administration, on the other, are likely to remain after a democratic transformation in Russia [...] Any Western expectations that a democratic Russia is likely to lead to a more pliable Russian foreign policy that will follow the US and/or European Union lead are likely to be disappointed.99 23 Artem Patalakh A question that arises is whether Navalny's views on foreign affairs may substantially change should he come to power. Indeed, research shows that after winning elections, candidates often embark on policies that are at odds with their electoral promises-either because they realise the impossibility of implementing their plans once they have taken office, or because they blatantly lied when campaigning, populistically trying to gain votes.100 Neither of these, nonetheless, seems to fully correspond to Navalny's case. The former is unlikely, given that much in his plans (e.g. his intentions regarding Crimea) reflects a clear attempt to balance between liberals' and conservatives' foreign policy expectations and nothing is his program appears wittingly unrealisable (e.g. he does not promise to accede to the EU in five years or the like). Moreover, his foreign policy plans will be most probably welcomed both by Western leaders, tired of Putin's intractability. With regard to the latter, indeed, on the one hand, Navalny's program rests on "safe" ideas, ones that are both critical of the incumbent government and likely to gain popular support. In this category fall not only corruption and embezzlement, but even his call to redirect the government's attention from geopolitical toward domestic issues, for it corresponds to Russians' growing fatigue of the primacy of international issues in the government's policies and their dominance in the official discourse.101 At the same time, there is little doubt that Navalny believes in most statements he makes, given that his current arguments-primary focus on corruption, the "Russia first" stance, the call to introduce visas with Central Asia, etc.-by and large coincide with what he used to say and do before he got presidential ambitions. Moreover, regarding him to be a blatant populist appears inaccurate also because some of his ideas are not only diverse from, but somewhat opposite to predominant public attitudes. The examples of such include not only his above-mentioned support of gay rights, but also his position on Crimea the annexation of which, as recent polls show, is overwhelmingly favoured by Russians.102  artem patalakh is affiliated to the Graduate School of Social and Political Studies of the University of Milan, Italy. He may be reached at artem.patalakh@unimi.it. 24 CEJISS 1/2018 Notes 1 The two most famous ones have targeted the family of Russia's prosecutor general Yuri Y. Chaika and, more recently, the country's Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev. See '«Чайка». Фильм фонда борьбы с коррупцией,' (2015), 01 December, available at: <https://www.youtube.com/ watch?v=eXYQbgvzxdM> (accessed 13 August 2017); 'Он вам не Димон,' (2017), 02 March, available at:<https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_ continue=3&v=qrwlk7_GF9g> (accessed 13 August 2017). 2 Neil MacFarquhar and Ivan Nechepurenko (2017), 'Aleksei Navalny, Russian Opposition Leader, Receives 15-Day Sentence,' The New York Times, 27 March, available at: <https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/27/ world/europe/aleksei-navalny-russia-prison-sentence.html> (accessed 13 August 2017); Andrew Roth and David Filipov (2017), 'Tens of Thousands Rally across Russia in Protests against Corruption,' The Washington Post, 12 June, availble at: <https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/ thousands-rallyacross-russia-as-anti-corruption-activist-navalny-defiesmoscow/2017/06/12/c1ba69c6-4ec6-11e7-b74e-0d2785d3083d_story.html> (accessed 13 August 2017). 3 See e.g. Marlene Laruelle (2014), 'Alexei Navalny and Challenges in Reconciling "Nationalism" and "Liberalism",' Post-Soviet Affairs 30(4), pp. 276-297; Natalia Moen-Larsen (2014), '"Normal Nationalism": Alexei Navalny, LiveJournal and "the Other",' East European Politics 30(4), pp. 548-567; Renira R. Gambarato and Sergey A. Medvedev (2015), 'Grassroots Political Campaign in Russia: Alexey Navalny and Transmedia Strategies for Democratic Development,' in Vikas Kumar and Jakob Svensson (eds.) Promoting Social Change and Democracy Through Information Technology, Hershey, PA: Information Science Reference, pp. 165-192; Regina Smyth and Irina V. Soboleva (2016), 'Navalny's Gamesters: Protest, Opposition Innovation, and Authoritarian Stability in Russia,' Russian Politics 1(4), pp. 347-371. 4 See e.g. Oliver Carroll (2017), 'Russia's Last Opposition Hero,' Foreign Policy, 07 February, available at: <http://foreignpolicy.com/2017/02/07/ russias-last-opposition-hero/> (accessed 13 August 2017); MacFarquhar and Nechepurenko (2017); Shaun Walker (2017a), 'Anti-Putin Protesters Plan Next Move as Jailed Opponent Considers Election Bid,' The Guardian, 01 April, available at: <https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/apr/01/ anti-putin-protesters-plan-next-move-as-jailed-opponent-considerselection-bid> (accessed 13 August 2017); Damien Sharkov (2017), 'Russian Court Bans Putin-Critic Alexei Navalny from Standing for President,' Newsweek, 03 May, available at: <http://www.newsweek.com/russia-bansputin-critic-navalny-election-president-593687> (accessed 13 August 2017); Roth and Filipov (2017); Caroline Mortimer (2017), 'Russian Opposition Leader Alexei Navalny Barred from Standing Against Vladimir Putin in Election,' Independent, 23 June, available at: <http://www.independent. co.uk/news/world/europe/russian-presidential-election-2018-alexeinavalny-opposition-leader-formally-barred-putin-a7805141.html> (accessed 13 August 2017); Marc Bennetts (2017), 'The Man Who Would Beat Putin,' Politico, 01 August, available at: <http://www.politico.eu/ article/alexei-navalny-the-man-who-would-beat-vladimir-putin-russiaelection/> (accessed 13 August 2017). 25 On the Possible Foreign Policy of the Post-Putin Russia 5 Foreign Policy (2011), 'The FP Top 100 Global Thinkers,' 28 November, available at: <http://foreignpolicy.com/2011/11/28/the-fp-top-100-globalthinkers-3/> (accessed 19 August 2017); Foreign Policy (2012), 'The FP Top 100 Global Thinkers,' 26 November, available at: <http://foreignpolicy. com/2012/11/26/the-fp-top-100-global-thinkers/> (accessed 19 August 2017); Foreign Policy (2013), 'The Leading Global Thinkers of 2013,' available at: <http://2013-global-thinkers.foreignpolicy.com/> (accessed 19 August 2017). 6 Time (2015), 'The 30 Most Influential People on the Internet,' 05 March, available at: <http://time.com/3732203/the-30-most-influential-peopleon-the-internet/> (accessed 19 August 2017); Time (2017), 'The 25 Most Influential People on the Internet,' 26 June, available at: <http://time. com/4815217/most-influential-people-internet/> (accessed 19 August 2017). 7 Carroll (2017). 8 Angela Dewan (2017), 'Merkel Pushes Putin on Chechnya Gay Detention Reports,' CNN, 02 May, available at: <http://edition.cnn.com/2017/05/02/ europe/putin-merkel-russia-germany-meeting/index.html> (accessed 13 August 2017). 9 Bennetts (2017). 10 Mortimer (2017). 11 Roth and Filipov (2017). 12 MacFarquhar and Nechepurenko (2017). 13 Sharkov (2017). 14 Aspecte Diplomatice (2013), 'Guy Verhofstadt meets with leading anti-corruption campaigner Alexey Navalny in Moscow,' 25 May, available at: <http://aspectediplomatice.ro/index.php?option=com_ content&view=article&id=5774:guy-verhofstadt-meets-with-leading-anticorruption-campaigner-alexey-navalny-in-moscow&catid=28:currentusers&Itemid=61> (accessed 19 August 2017). 15 Alexey A. Navalny (2014), 'How to Punish Putin,' The New York Times, 19 March, available at: <https://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/20/opinion/howto-punish-putin.html> (accessed 13 August 2017). 16 See e.g. Andrei Zakharov (2014), 'Обама прочитал список Навального,' Fontanka, 20 March, available at: <http://www.fontanka. ru/2014/03/20/194/> (accessed 13 August 2017); Paul R. Gregory (2014), 'New Sanctions No Joke: Putin Risks Regime For Ukraine Invasion,' Forbes, 20 March, available at: <https://www.forbes.com/sites/ paulroderickgregory/2014/03/20/new-sanctions-no-joke/#22812483115c> (accessed 13 August 2017); Atmosfera (2014), 'Обама ввел санкции против "ближнего круга" Путина по рекомендации Навального,' 21 March, available at: <http://www.asfera.info/news/politics/2014/03/21/obama_ vvel_sanktsii_protiv_blizhnego_kruga_putina_po_re_87002.html> (accessed 13 August 2017). Other analysts, however, deem the similarity between Obama's and Navalny's lists as a mere coincidence, see e.g. Joshua Keating, (2014), 'Navalny's Names,' Slate, 21 March, available at: <http:// www.slate.com/blogs/the_world_/2014/03/21/america_s_new_russia_ sanctions_look_a_lot_like_what_alexei_navalny_the_country.html> (accessed 13 August 2017). 17 Ironically, the Kremlin propaganda also attributes to Navalny proWesterness and liberalism, but with a negative connotation, portraying 26 CEJISS 1/2018 him as a Western spy that receives international funding and opposes Russian traditional values. See e.g. NTV (2017), 'ЧП. Расследование: Гражданин Навральный,' 27 January, available at: <https://www. youtube.com/watch?v=p5liiJKVuxA> (accessed 14 August 2017); Ren-TV (2017), 'За чей счет банкет: На РЕН ТВ состоялась премьера фильма "Либералам - черным налом – 2",' 05 June, available at: <http://ren.tv/ novosti/2017-06-05/za-chey-schet-banket-na-ren-tv-sostoyalas-premerafilma-liberalam-chernym-nalom-2> (accessed 17 August 2017). 18 'Navalny on Same-Sex Marriages,' (2017), 04 March, available at: <https:// www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZIEnXVYOvAA> (accessed 13 August 2017). 19 Daria Litvinova (2015), 'Poll Shows Russian Attitudes to Gay People Are Worse Than Decade Ago,' The Moscow Times, 10 July, available at: <https:// themoscowtimes.com/articles/poll-shows-russian-attitudes-to-gaypeople-are-worse-than-decade-ago-48066> (accessed 13 August 2017). 20 Artem Patalakh (2017a), 'Promotion of LGBTI Rights Overseas: An Overview of EU and US Experiences,' Janus.net, E-Journal of International Relations 8(2), forthcoming. 21 Echo of Moscow (2017), 'Полный Альбац,' 07 August, available at: <http:// echo.msk.ru/programs/albac/2032360-echo/> (accessed 14 August 2017). 22 See e.g. Радио Свобода (2017), 'Верна ли цель Алексея Навального?,' 26 June, available at: <https://www.svoboda.org/a/28579456.html> (accessed 14 August 2017); Andrey Movchan (2016), 'Как Навальный изменит страну, которая не хочет меняться?,' Obozrevatel, 14 December, available at: <https://www.obozrevatel.com/blogs/26403-kak-navalnyij-izmenitstranu-kotoraya-ne-hochet-menyatsya.htm> (accessed 14 August 2017); Oleg Kashin (2017), 'Will Russia's Only Opposition Leader Become the Next Putin?', The New York Times, 03 July, available at: <https://www.nytimes. com/2017/07/03/opinion/russia-putin-aleksei-navalny.html> (accessed 13 August 2017). 23 Indeed, much in his views appears to have altered since that period: to exemplify, whereas in 2007-2013 his nationalistic ideas were somewhat well-pronounced and even received scholarly attention-see Laruelle (2014) and Moen-Larsen (2014)-nowadays, as a number of analysts stress, he has largely, though not totally, abandoned his nationalism and turned more liberal, see e.g. Kevin Rothrock (2017), 'How Alexey Navalny Abandoned Russian Nationalism,' Global Voices, 25 April, available at: <https://globalvoices.org/2017/04/25/how-alexey-navalny-abandonedrussian-nationalism/> (accessed 13 August 2017); Walker (2017a). 24 On 11 April 2017, only 2% of Russians were ready to "certainly vote" and another 7% to "possibly vote" for Navalny, see Levada Center (2017a), 'Акции протеста 26 марта и Навальный,' 6 April, available at: <http://www. levada.ru/2017/04/06/aktsii-protesta-26-marta-i-navalnyj/> (accessed 21 August 2017). 25 See Sharkov (2017); Mortimer (2017); Bennetts (2017); The Guardian (2017), 'Kremlin Critic Alexei Navalny Jailed for Third Time This Year,' 2 October, available at: <https://www.theguardian.com/world/2017/oct/02/russianopposition-leader-alexei-navalny-returns-to-jail> (accessed 07 November 2017). 26 A great deal of prominent international actors and human rights organisations, however, criticised that decision as politically motivated. See, for instance, EU External Action (2017), 'Decision of the Russian Central 27 Artem Patalakh Election Commission to bar Alexei Navalny from running in the 2018 Presidential election,' 26 December, available at: <https://eeas.europa.eu/ headquarters/headquarters-homepage/37894/decision-russian-centralelection-commission-bar-alexei-navalny-running-2018-presidential_en> (accessed 25 January 2015); Freedom House (2018), 'Freedom in the World 2018: Russia,' available at: <https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedomworld/2018/russia> (accessed 25 January 2018); Human Rights Watch (2018), 'Russia: Dark Year for Freedom,' 18 January, available at: <https:// www.hrw.org/news/2018/01/18/russia-dark-year-freedom> (accessed 25 January 2018). 27 Anna Dolgov (2014), 'Navalny Wouldn't Return Crimea, Considers Immigration Bigger Issue Than Ukraine,' The Moscow Times, 16 October, available at: <https://themoscowtimes.com/articles/navalny-wouldntreturn-crimea-considers-immigration-bigger-issue-than-ukraine-40477> (accessed 14 August 2017). 28 Dolgov (2014). 29 Spiegel Online (2017), 'The Kremlin Blocks Every Alternative to Putin,' 21 April, available at: <http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/interviewwith-alexei-navalny-about-protests-and-putin-a-1143752.html> (accessed 13 August 2017). 30 Dolgov (2014). 31 Ibid. 32 Dolgov (2014); Dozhd (2017), 'Алексей Навальный - Ксении Собчак: "Путин и Собянин испугались? - Да",' 09 June, available at: <https:// tvrain.ru/teleshow/sobchak_zhivem/navalniy-436786/> (accessed 14 August 2017); Radio Svoboda (2016), 'Алексей Навальный: президентская заявка,' 20 December, available at: <https://www.svoboda.org/a/28186648. html> (accessed 14 August 2017); Echo of Moscow (2017), 'Особое мнение,' 14 July, available at: <http://echo.msk.ru/programs/personalno/2017794echo/> (accessed 14 August 2017). 33 Such a reply implies that Navalny has no doubt that Crimeans would endorse an accession to Russia, which may appear presumptuous, but in reality, it corresponds to what independent reports, surveys and studies show, see e.g. Konstantin Kosaretsky (2015), 'The Annexation of Crimea to Russia. Opinion Poll,' Global Research, 12 February, available at: <http:// www.globalresearch.ca/the-annexation-of-crimea-to-russia-opinionpoll/5430781> (accessed 20 August 2017); Shaun Walker (2016), 'No Regrets over Ukraine Split, but Crimeans Want More Love from Russia,' The Guardian, 19 January, available at: <https://www.theguardian.com/ world/2016/jan/19/crimeans-still-tigerish-over-split-with-ukraine> (accessed 20 August 2017). 34 Ibid. 35 Gordon (2014), 'Немцов: Если бы я был президентом России, Крым бы остался украинским,' 20 September, available at: <http://gordonua. com/news/crimea/nemcov-esli-by-ya-byl-prezidentom-rossii-krymby-ostalsya-ukrainskim-42110.html> (accessed 17 August 2017); Andrei Zhvilbris (2017), 'Эмилия Слабунова: наша позиция по Крыму не изменилась,' BFM.ru, 29 February, available at: <https://www.bfm.ru/ news/316764> (accessed 17 August 2017). At the same time, other Russian opposition leaders contest this viewpoint: to illustrate, PARNAS' current leader Mikhail Kasyanov have elsewhere stated he would give Crimea 28 CEJISS 1/2018 back to Ukraine, see e.g. Liza Dubrovskaya (2016), 'Касьянов пообещал в Страсбурге вернуть Крым Украине,' MK.ru, 28 January, available at: <http://www.mk.ru/politics/2016/01/28/kasyanov-poobeshhal-vstrasburge-vernut-krym-ukraine.html> (accessed 17 August 2017). 36 Ivan Putilov (2016), 'Российская оппозиция: Крым не наш, но выборы дороже,' Krym.Realii, 13 September, available at: <https://ru.krymr. com/a/27984368.html> (accessed 17 August 2017). 37 David Akselrod (2017), '«Он вам не Димон» по-крымски: несостоявшийся протест,' Krym.Realii, 26 March, available at: <https://ru.krymr. com/a/28391746.html> (accessed 17 August 2017). 38 See e.g. Radio Svoboda (2016); Dozhd (2017); Navalny LIVE (2017), 'Дебаты Live. Навальный vs. Стрелков,' 20 July, available at: <https://www.youtube. com/watch?v=cjbQdbJUibc> (accessed 14 August 2017). 39 Dozhd (2017). 40 Ibid. 41 Radio Svoboda (2016). 42 See e.g. Politonline (2017), 'Навальный выдвинется в президенты Украины?' 15 May, available at: <http://www.politonline.ru/interpretation/22890358. html> (accessed 07 November 2017); Roman Golovanov (2017), 'Украина ставит на Навального,' Komsomolskaya Pravda, 23 May, available at: <https://www.kp.ru/daily/26678/3705509/> (accessed: 07 November 2017); Ilya Ukhov (2017), 'Майданный пациент: готов ли Навальный перенимать опыт украинских националистов,' Life, 9 June, available at: <https://life. ru/t/%D0%BF%D0%BE%D0%BB%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B8%D0%BA% D0%B0/1015079/maidannyi_patsiient_ghotov_li_navalnyi_pierienimat_ opyt_ukrainskikh_natsionalistov> (accessed: 07 November 2017). 43 See e.g. Ayder Muzhdabaev (2015), 'Чем отличается крымнашист Навальный от крымнашиста Путина,' Novoye Vremya, 15 January, available at: ,http://nv.ua/opinion/muzhdabaev/chem-otlichaetsya-krymnashistnavalnyy-ot-krymnashista-putina-29618.html. (accessed: 07 November 2017); Oleg Cheslavskii (2017), 'Навальный Украине Крым возвращать не собирается,' FaceNews, 31 March, available at: <https://www.facenews.ua/ columns/2017/313214/> (accessed 07 November 2017). 44 Radio Svoboda (2016); Dozhd (2017). 45 Radio Svoboda (2016); 'Навальный о независимости Грузии. Об Абхазии и Южной Осетии Ижевск 24.03.17 г.,' available at: <https://www.youtube. com/watch?v=3t81f85xUQw> (accessed 14 August 2017). 46 Andre W. M. Gerrits and Max Bader (2016), 'Russian patronage over Abkhazia and South Ossetia: implications for conflict resolution,' East European Politics 32(3), p. 309. 47 Interestingly, on this point, his general perspective has basically remained unaltered since the 2008 Russian-Georgian war, when he was suggesting Russia recognise the independence of Abkhazia, South Ossetia and Transnistria to let Georgia and Moldova gradually submit to their territorial losses and focus on their own economic development instead. See Alexei Navalny (2008), 'Дайте Грузии шанс!,' LiveJournal, 12 August, available at: <http://navalny.livejournal.com/277835.html> (accessed 17 August 2017). 48 Ibid. 49 'Навальный о независимости Грузии. Об Абхазии и Южной Осетии Ижевск 24.03.17 г.' 50 See e.g. Dozhd (2017); Navalny LIVE (2017). 29 On the Possible Foreign Policy of the Post-Putin Russia 51 Navalny LIVE (2017). 52 Ibid. 53 'Базовые пункты предвыборной программы Алексея Навального,' available at: <https://2018.navalny.com/platform/> (accesed 13 August 2017). 54 Leonid Ragozin (2017), 'Inside Alexei Navalny's Long-Shot Bid to Beat Putin,' Bloomberg Businessweek, 28 March, available at: <https://www. bloomberg.com/news/features/2017-03-28/inside-alexei-navalny-s-longshot-bid-to beat-putin> (accessed 14 August 2017) 55 See e.g. Navalny LIVE (2017); 'Программа политической партии «Партия прогресса»' (2014), 08 February, available at: https://partyprogress. org/media/pdf/%D0%9F%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B3%D1%80%D0%B0 %D0%BC%D0%BC%D0%B0_4.pdf (accessed 13 August 2017), p. 23. 56 'Программа политической партии «Партия прогресса»' (2014), p. 24. 57 Ragozin (2017). 58 Navalny LIVE (2017). 59 Ibid. 60 Ibid. 61 'Программа политической партии «Партия прогресса»' (2014), p 23. 62 Ibid, p. 24. 63 Ibid, p 23. 64 'Базовые пункты предвыборной программы Алексея Навального'. 65 Navalny LIVE (2017). 66 Radio Svoboda (2016). 67 Ibid. 68 'О внешней политике и отношениях с США,' 17 June 2017, available at: <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZhjPTo5tsls> (accessed 07 November 2017). 69 MFA of Russia (2016), 'Foreign Policy Concept of the Russian Federation (approved by President of the Russian Federation Vladimir Putin on November 30, 2016),' 1 December, available at: <http://www.mid.ru/en/ foreign_policy/official_documents/-/asset_publisher/CptICkB6BZ29/ content/id/2542248> (accessed 18 August 2017). 70 'Программа политической партии «Партия прогресса»' (2014), p 24. 71 vDUD (2017), 'Навальный о революции, Кавказе и Спартаке / Большое интервью,' 18 April, available at: <https://www.youtube.com/ watch?v=Bf9zvyPachs> (accessed 14 August 2017). 72 Navalny LIVE (2017). 73 Alexei Navalny (2017), '3 600 с человека, чтобы Вова и Игорёк почувствовали себя важными,' 15 August, available at: <https://navalny. com/p/5498/> (accessed 16 August 2017). 74 'Навальный о внешней политике. Митинг в Екатеринбурге,' 16 September 2017, available at: <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zglidxPgiBM> (accessed 07 November 2017). 75 Shaun Walker (2017b), 'Alexei Navalny on Putin's Russia: 'All Autocratic Regimes Come to an End',' The Guardian, 29 April, available at: <https:// www.theguardian.com/world/2017/apr/29/alexei-navalny-on-putinsrussia-all-autocratic-regimes-come-to-an-end> (accessed 14 August 2017). 76 'Программа политической партии «Партия прогресса»' (2014), p 24. 77 Spiegel Online (2017), 'The Kremlin Blocks Every Alternative to Putin,' 21 April, available at: <http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/interviewwith-alexei-navalny-about-protests-and-putin-a-1143752.html> (accessed 30 CEJISS 1/2018 13 August 2017). 78 RFE/RL (2016), 'Russian Presidential Hopeful Slams Kremlin On Syria, Ukraine,' 21 December, available at: https://www.rferl.org/a/russianavalny-presidential-candidate-criticizes-syria-ukraine/28189546.html (accessed 14 August 2017). 79 Ibid. 80 Spiegel Online (2017). 81 'Программа политической партии «Партия прогресса»' (2014), p. 25. 82 'Программа политической партии «Партия прогресса»' (2014), p 23-24; 'Базовые пункты предвыборной программы Алексея Навального'. 83 Dozhd (2017). 84 Radio Svoboda (2016); Dozhd (2017). 85 Radio Svoboda (2016). 86 'Базовые пункты предвыборной программы Алексея Навального'. 87 Navalny LIVE (2017). 88 Stephen Blank (2014), 'The Intellectual Origins of the Eurasian Union Project,' in Frederick S. Starr and Svante Cornell (eds.) Putin's Grand Strategy: The Eurasian Union and Its Discontents, Washington: Central Asia Caucasus Institute & Silk Road Studies Program, p. 20. See also Artem Patalakh (2018), 'Economic or Geopolitical? Explaining the Motives and Expectations of the Eurasian Economic Union's Member States,' Fudan Journal of the Humanities and Social Sciences, 11(1), pp. 31-48. 89 Igor Zevelev (2016), Russian National Identity and Foreign Policy, Washington: Center for Strategic and International Studies. 90 See e.g. Per Leander and Alexey Sakhnin (2017), 'Russia's Trump,' Jacobin, 11 November, available at: <https://www.jacobinmag.com/2017/07/alexeynavalny-putin-opposition-movement-trump> (accessed 13 August 2017). 91 Radio Svoboda (2016). 92 Dozhd (2017). 93 Navalny (2017). 94 Laruelle (2014), pp. 292-293. 95 On absolute and relative gains, see Robert Powell (1991), 'Absolute and Relative Gains in International Relations Theory,' American Political Science Review 85(4), pp. 1303-1320. 96 Jelena Subotic (2011), 'Europe is a State of Mind: Identity and Europeanization in the Balkans,' International Studies Review 55, pp. 309330. 97 For further details, see Tuomas Forsberg and Christer Pursiainen (2017), 'The Psychological Dimension of Russian Foreign Policy: Putin and the Annexation of Crimea,' Global Society, online first, doi: 10.1080/13600826.2016.1274963, pp. 14-19. 98 On Serbia's 'pragmatic' Europeanisation, see Spyros Economides and James Ker-Lindsay (2015), ''Pre-Accession Europeanization': The Case of Serbia and Kosovo,' Journal of Common Market Studies 53(5), pp. 1027-1044. 99 For details, see Patalakh (2018). 100 Mark Katz (2012), 'What Would a Democratic Russian Foreign Policy Look Like?' New Zealand International Review, March/April 2012, p. 6. 101 See e.g. Philipp E. Tetlock (1981), 'Preto Postelection Shifts in Presidential Rhetoric: Impression Management or Cognitive Adjustment?,' Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 41(2), pp. 207-212. 102 VTSIOM (2016), 'Пресс-выпуск No 3277,' 28 December, available at: <https:// 31 Artem Patalakh wciom.ru/index.php?id=236&uid=116014> (accessed 22 August 2017); Olga Solovyova (2017), 'Люди устали от стабильности,' Nezavisimaya Gazeta, 13 July, available at: <http://www.ng.ru/economics/2017-07-13/4_7028_ people.html> (accessed 22 August 2017). 103 See e.g. VCIOM (2017), 'Пресс-выпуск No 3496,' 19 October, available at: <https://wciom.ru/index.php?id=236&uid=116463> (accessed 07 November 2017); Levada Center (2017b), 'Российско-Украинские отношения,' 30 October, available at: <https://www.levada.ru/2017/10/30/rossijskoukrainskie-otnosheniya-2/> (accessed 07 November 2017).